Your watch

DATE, SECONDS, SELF-WINDING

THE CROWN HAS THREE DISTINCT POSITIONS:
Position A, crown in manual-winding position.

CALIBRE 1151, UP TO 100-HOUR AUTONOMY.

Position B, crown pulled out to fast date-adjustment position
Position C, crown pulled out to time-setting position, enabling adjustment of the
hours and minutes. In this position the seconds hand can be locked by turning the
crown very slightly backwards, enabling the watch to be synchronised with an hour
signal.
Push the crown back in to position A once the adjustments have been made.
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6127-1127 / 6127-3642

6127-2987 / 6127-4628
The 6127-2987 and 6127-4628 watch models are adjusted in the same way.
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DUAL-PURPOSE BLANCPAIN TOOL
1. Correction stylus
2. Screwdriver for triple-blade safety folding clasp.
The adjustable tip of your Blancpain tool is initially turned to the “srewdriver” side to
adjust the triple-blade safety folding clasp.
This tool also serves as a correction stylus when adjusting the settings on your watch.
To do this, slide one finger into the notch and pull until the adjustable tip comes loose.
Turn the tip to the “stylus” side and place it back in position with the sphere-shaped
end facing the slot. Press it in with a slight rotating movement to secure it.
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TRIPLE-BLADE FOLDING CLASP (WITH PRONG)
Only Blancpain straps specially designed for this folding clasp should be used. For your
safety and comfort, we advise you to have your new clasp fitted by an authorised
Blancpain retailer. You can always then adjust the length of the wristband yourself.

ADJUSTING THE STRAP:
Slide the section of the strap into the clasp and insert the prong into the desired hole
(Fig. 5). Move the prong to another hole if necessary.

OPENING
To open the fastening, place one finger on each side of the clasp and pull it upwards
(Fig. 1). Proceed in the same manner to open the other blade (Fig. 2).

Fig. 5

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

IMPORTANT
Please do not pull the end of the strap upward to open the fastening as the
prong might come completely out of the hole, meaning the watch would
no longer be held and might fall.

CLOSING
Slip your Blancpain watch on your wrist and close the folding blades as indicated on
figures 3 and 4.

Fig. 3
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Fig. 4
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